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Introduction

• Definition

• Practical Realization

• Sensitivity to sources of variability

• Observability from Space Techniques

• Current state (resolution & precision)



Geocenter Definition

• From Mechanics, at a certain epoch t :

xc = (1/M) ∫∫∫x'dM

yc = (1/M) ∫∫∫y'dM

zc = (1/M) ∫∫∫z'dM



Temporal Variability

• Mass is in constant
motion in the
Earth system:
– Solid Earth

– Atmosphere

– Hydrosphere
• Oceans

• Ice caps

• Soil moisture

• Rivers & lakes



Observations & Models

• Remote sensing techniques from space are
now steadily providing with ever increasing
resolution and accuracy estimates of the
various Earth system components (snapshots)

• We are still far from having a complete and
satisfactory picture for all of the components

• Models are still very useful in providing us
with estimates of the less reliably observed or
the yet-to-be-observed components



Practical Realization

• Terrestrial satellites are sensitive to the instantaneous
location of the geocenter with respect to the tracking
network polyhedron

• Frequent redefinition of the tracking site positions
(e.g. monthly, weekly, or even daily averages)
provide a time-series of realizations
(Helmert/geometric)

• Alternatively, the averaged geocenter offsets can be
estimated directly from the variation in the first
degree terms of the gravitational model (dynamic)



Periodic Variability of thePeriodic Variability of the Geocenter Geocenter

• Observations and
models of the
geophysical processes
typically provide us
with daily to monthly
averages at this time

• With new missions in
the planning stages, this
can be soon improved



Long Period SignalsLong Period Signals

• (1) :  Marianne Greff-Lefftz (2000)
• (2) :  Yu. Barkin (1997?)
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Observations - SLR Observations - SLR (CSR 12-day)(CSR 12-day)

• 12-day averages since late
1992 and up to early 1997

• The 12-day averaging
period results in increased
noise in the series

• Long period trends
compare well with
geophysical predictions
and other SLR series



Observations - SLR Observations - SLR (CSR monthly)(CSR monthly)

• Monthly estimates since
late 1992 (evolving, ?)

• The monthly averaging
period results in a clearer
definition of the annual
and semi-annual signals

• Order of magnitude of
observed variations
compares well with
geophysical predictions
and other SLR series



Observations - SLR Observations - SLR (JCET weekly)(JCET weekly)

• Weekly estimates
since 1993, secular
trends removed

• Tracking network
variations affect
quality of results

• Order of magnitude
of results consistent
with predictions and
other SLR series



Observations - SLR+DORIS Observations - SLR+DORIS (CSR)(CSR)

• Monthly estimates since
late 1992

• The addition of a second
type of data from another
satellite (T/P) changes the
amplitude of the annual
and semi-annual signals
as well as the secular
trends

• In general, the observed
variations are reduced in
comparison with the CSR
SLR-only series



Observations - DORIS Observations - DORIS (CNES)(CNES)

• Monthly series for 1993 -
1996

• With only four years of
results we can infer only
tentative conclusions

• The amplitude of the
annual and semi-annual
signals seem more similar
to the LAGEOS-only
results than to the CSR
SLR+DORIS series

• Z-component less reliable



Observations - GPS Observations - GPS (JPL Daily)(JPL Daily)

• Long record of daily
estimates: 1992-2002

• Variable quality over
the years

• Order of magnitude
larger variation
compared to predictions
and other techniques



Observations - GPS Observations - GPS (IGS Weekly)(IGS Weekly)

• GPS Weeks 980 - 1080
• Short and noisy series
• Order of magnitude of

variations larger than
predictions and weekly
SLR results



Observations Observations vsvs. Predictions. Predictions



Summary and ConclusionsSummary and Conclusions
• Periodic and secular variations of the geocenter observed by

all of the satellite positioning techniques (SLR, DORIS, GPS)
• The tracking data quality, the tracking site distribution and the

averaging period affect the resulting estimates at levels higher
than their formal error statistics (2-3 mm)

• Annual and semi-annual signals in the observed series
correlate well with geophysical predictions, except for the case
of continental hydrology (most difficult to model)

• Improvement of the gravitational model from Gravity
Mapping missions (CHAMP, GRACE and GOCE) will
remove the mismodeling now lumped into these estimates

• Adding more satellite targets (e.g. ETALONs) can enhance the
quality of the results, if some error sources associated with
satellite signature can be controlled


